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JazzChord, Jun/Jul, 2000 
_________________________________________________________ 
 

hanks to Eric Myers, the editor of JazzChord, for his invitation to contribute 
this article following Adrian Jackson's article in the last issue. Like Adrian I 
have worn and continue to wear many jazz hats. Some of my past roles include 

chair of WA jazz co-ordination program, WA jazz co-ordinator, administrator of WA 
Youth Jazz Orchestra, convenor of jazz education conferences, jazz broadcaster, 
Perth Jazz Society committee member, and Australasian President of the 
International Association of Jazz Educators. Currently I coordinate an annual jazz 
event for Houghton Winery, review concerts and CDs for the West Australian 
newspaper, act as artistic director for the Jazz Guitar Society of WA and present 
regular jazz appreciation courses at University of WA.  
 
As a jazz educator I have devised curricula for ensemble, aural, arts management and 
mallet keyboard percussion. I teach at secondary schools and privately. Like Adrian I 
am grateful for my wife's assistance as she works in the mining industry and we have 
two teenagers and a bank manager who need our continued support. I would be 
happy, however, to drop most of these aforementioned gigs if I could make a 
sufficient income from playing the vibraphone and guitar. I certainly did not take up 
playing these instruments with the idea of making a living teaching them. I find it 
incredibly sad that there are jazz educators in Australia who have virtually given up 
performing.  
 
I believe it would be fair to say that over the last 25 years Australian jazz education 
has flourished while jazz performance has not. The money that has been spent on 
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jazz education especially in the tertiary area from state and commonwealth education 
funding has not been matched by funds supporting the actual performance of jazz. 
The most financially successful group of people in Australian jazz are the full-time 
jazz educators. The spending on tertiary classical music education can perhaps be 
justified by the opportunities with the existence of six full-time symphony orchestras 
and a chamber orchestra. Their existence perhaps justifies the spending in the 
education area. I am not advocating, however, the establishment of six full-time jazz 
big bands playing stock arrangements (although, when our symphony orchestras 
present a repertoire by deceased European composers of past centuries, is this not 
analogous?) The questions I wish to pose, however, are as follows.  
 
Could there be a more effective, efficient and cheaper way to deal with jazz education 
in Australia, and would it not be preferable to have the priority of funding going to 
the performance of jazz? Does the Australian jazz education community have some 
moral obligation to inform potential students [and their parents] just how difficult it 
is to make a living in jazz where degrees are becoming ubiquitous? Let's float 
Australian jazz. What is it worth? How much money does it attract and where does it 
go? Imagine if you could accumulate all the government funding to jazz in education, 
administration, performance etc; the corporate sponsorship, the salaries to the 
media and the box office and CD sales and reallocate these funds to maximize the 
strongest and most enduring returns. Would it not be wisest to prioritize the support 
of jazz performance? Everything else becomes meaningless unless there is the 
opportunity for performance. If this area is healthy then all will follow in a natural 
way.  
 

 
 
Henk van Leeuwen: through his activities Australia Northern European Liaisons, 
our exposure to the way jazz is perceived in countries like Denmark and Finland 
has been enhanced…PHOTO CREDIT TOM KOPROWSKI 
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Through the activities of Henk van Leeuwen and his Australia Northern European 
Liaisons, our exposure to the way jazz is perceived in countries like Denmark and 
Finland has been enhanced over the last decade. These countries seem to have found 
some balance in the way the artform is treated. By contrast much of our jazz 
education is advocating a slavish following of American models that have 
institutionalized the artform while stifling creativity. Many educators are prescribing 
instead of describing. Under the criteria they adopt many world acclaimed jazz artists 
would fail these courses. Here is a solution.  
 
* Tertiary jazz education leaves the university and enters the TAFE system. 
Specialized courses are offered to students on a semester basis utilizing a large 
number of experienced performers in a part-time tutorial system. Students can enter 
the TAFE system at any age and are encouraged to work in the music/jazz industry 
and return to study to gain more specific skills. This is in contrast to the current 
situation where so many young students are coming directly from secondary 
education to do a full-time jazz degree with no real idea of the implications of a 
career in jazz. I would like to see some of our senior jazz artists, who are not 
necessarily jazz educators now, given the opportunity to outline their life philosophy 
as jazz artists - a learning experience from within our culture.  
 
* At a national level there is a directory of teaching expertise. Students are 
encouraged to focus on specific skills in regional centres as well as capital cities and 
move to wherever the ap-propriate teaching expertise is.  
 
* There is just one national jazz institute offering degrees, maybe situated in 
Canberra with a large "visiting teachers" budget to take advantage of not only 
internationals touring but also touring Australian artists - the emphasis becomes 
now on these teachers as performers.  
 

 
 
Garry Lee on vibes: much of our jazz education is advocating a slavish following of 
American models… PHOTO COURTESY GARRY LEE 

 
Whether this plan or any part of it is adopted I find it very difficult to imagine that 
tertiary jazz education is going to follow the path of the last decade in the next. I 
should imagine that the first obstacle to the above plan is the fact that many jazz 
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educators would feel devalued working in a non-university situation. Predicting the 
future or suggesting plans for future development I would suggest these two areas for 
consideration.  
 
1.The shape and area of Australian cities - the vast suburban areas - should really be 
explored for their potential for jazz performance. I don't mean free concerts of 
commercial vocal-orientated jazz in parks in summer, but jazz that allows the listener 
to discern the artistic merits of the artform. I recall hearing Roger Frampton and 
Howie Smith's Jazz Co-Op in a church hall in Sydney's suburban Beecroft (about 
20ks from the CBD) in 1974 - floating jazz in middle Australia. This should become a 
priority for future funding in the way Playing Australia supports performance in 
regional areas.  
 

 
 
Jazz Co-Op, featuring L-R, Howie Smith, Roger Frampton & Jack Thorncraft: 
heard by Garry Lee in a church hall in Sydney's suburban Beecroft, about 20ks 
from the CBD in 1974… PHOTO COURTESY JAZZ DOWN UNDER 
 
2. Post-Sydney Olympics will present an enormous opportunity for the arts in 
Australia. Surely the pendulum will move away from sport - certainly the hundreds of 
millions spent by government in sports development programs over the last seven 
years will shrink. The corporate sector is undergoing a transition with more women 
joining the boards of major companies. They will not necessarily want a corporate 
box at the footy. There is an opportunity here for the arts and jazz should be part of 
this.  
 
In conclusion jazz education and the way jazz is perceived within Australian culture 
offers an enormous challenge for all those involved with our artform over the next 
decade. JazzChord is one forum where discussion of this could be seriously 
encouraged.  


